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Abstract
GR2 is a hybrid knowledge-based system consisting
of a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and a rule-based
system for hybrid knowledge representations and
reasoning. Knowledge embedded in the trained
MLP is extracted in the form of general (production)
rules — a natural format of abstract knowledge representation. The rule extraction method integrates
Black-box and Open-box techniques, obtaining feature salient and statistical properties of the training
pattern set.The extracted general rules are quantified
and selected in a rule validation process. Multiple
inference facilities such as categorical reasoning,
probabilistic reasoning and exceptional reasoning
are performed in GR2.
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1

Motivation

The knowledge acquisition bottle-neck is a major obstruction to knowledge engineering. The technology of Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) provides a helpful approach to get
around it. However, the black-box nature of ANNs makes
users reluctant to use them. An optimally organised hybrid
system, which includes an ANN fulfilling automatic knowledge acquisition and a Rule-based System (RBS) supporting
it with a symbolic inference engine and user interface, can
overcome those problems and provide richer knowledge
representations and reasoning facilities than the ANN.
The central themes of hybrid system methodology include the following two considerations: (i) the optimal format of the symbolic knowledge representation and (ii) the
rule extraction method which transfers the subsymbolic
knowledge acquired by the ANN into the symbolic knowledge format accurately, abstracdy and efficiently.
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•Do exceptional reasoning if necessary. Otherwise, do
reasoning by direct matching. In both cases, the following two steps are executed:
•If the input vector is covered by categorical rules, do
categorical reasoning. Otherwise,
•Do probabilistic reasoning.
There are three user interface components being implemented, which are not addressed here owing to the limited
space.
5 Examples
The GR2 has been successfully applied to many typical artificial binary-valued problems, such as the two or more bit
AND, OR and parity problems, and to two real-world medical problems. The artificial problems are always information dense. Categorical reasoning is sufficient in those
situations. Real-world domains are usually information
sparse, where probabilistic reasoning and the tradeoff between generality and accuracy of the rule set are useful.
In Section 5.1, a four bit parity problem with an incomplete training set is presented. One of the real-world domains is discussed in Section 5.2. More examples have been
demonstrated in [Ma et al, 1995].

* If rule A is more special than rule B, A and B must have the
same consequence. The set of premises in A subsumes the set in
B.
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poses of this application, the final diagnoses were collapsed
into two classes termed "AMI" (Q wave AMI and non-Q
wave AMI) and "not-AMI" (all other diagnoses). AMI cases
were assigned as positive diagnoses, not-AMI cases as negative diagnoses. The MLP was constructed with 37:13:1 as
the sizes of the input:hidden:output layers respectively. The
error tolerance was A=0.15. Because the positive and negative patterns are unevenly distributed in the data set, 192 and
778 respectively, random divisions of the training set and
test set may result in very different outcomes. The 970 patient records were divided into two data sets, 500 randomly
selected as the training set, and the remaining 470 as the test
set.
There are three performance criteria on the data set, being
used in the medical community. Sensitivity is defined as the
ratio of the number of correct positive diagnoses to the
number of positive outcomes. This is most important as the
disease is life-threatening. Specificity is defined as the ratio
of the number of correct negative diagnoses to the number
of negative outcomes. This is important as treatment is expensive and can be risky. Accuracy is defined as the ratio of
the number of correct diagnoses to the total number.
Figure 2 displays the performance of GR2 on this domain
5.2 Diagnosis of Acute Myocardial Infarction
(Heart Attack)
The early identification of patients with acute ischaemic
heart disease remains a great challenge in emergency medicine. The ECG only shows diagnostic changes in about half
of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) patients at presentation [Adams et al., 1993b; Stark and Vacek, 1987]. None of
the available biochemical tests becomes positive until at
least three hours after symptoms begin, making such measurements of limited use for the early triage of patients with
suspected AMI [Adams et al., 1993a]. The early diagnosis
of AMI, therefore, relies on an analysis of clinical features
along with ECG data. An MLP has been shown to be a good
method for combining clinical and electrocardiographic
data into a decision aid for the early diagnosis of AMI
[Kennedy et al., 1994]. The data used in this study were derived from consecutive patients attending the Accident and
Emergency Department of the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh,
Scotland, with non-traumatic chest pain as the major symptom. The relevant clinical and ECG data were entered onto
a purpose-designed proforma at, or soon after, the patient's
presentation. The study included both patients who were admitted and those who were discharged. 970 patients were recruited during the study period (September to December
1993). The final diagnosis for these patients was assigned
independently by a Consultant Physician, a Research Nurse
and a Cardiology Registrar. This diagnosis made use of follow-up ECGs, cardiac enzyme studies and other investigations as well as clinical history obtained from review of the
patient's notes.
The input data items for the MLP were all derived from
data available at the time of the patient's presentation. In all,
35 items were used, coded as 37 binary inputs. For the pur-
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as the FSD threshold x changes in the range [0.1,1]. It is important that trading-off the values of sensitivity and specificity for different medical requirements is easy to do by
simply changing x.The extracted rules are not given in this
paper because of the space limit. The results on the training
set (Diag. a) and the test set (Diag. b) are similar. The specificity and accuracy curves are closely correlated because
the majority cases in both data sets are negative. The accuracy and specificity are at relatively high levels as t is in the
range [0.1, 0.4]. They decline for x in the range [0.45, 0.7]
which leads to fewer rules extracted. For x>0.7, the specificity and accuracy subsequently increase because the extracted rules appear solely in positive form and exceptional
reasoning is in force. The number of the rules (Diag. c) is
generally reduced as x increases. But the average length of
the rules (Diag.d) does not change much.
The rule extraction processes took between 6 and 36 seconds on Sun Sparc 10; Rule Validation processes took 4 11.66 seconds; and Rule Reasoning processes on all the test
set took 0.33 to 7.7 seconds.
Table 3 compares part of the experiment results on different platforms such as MLP, GR2 and C4.5 [Quinlan, 1993],
in which we believe that the poor outcome at the sensitivity
by C4.5 extracted rules may be caused by our unfamiliarity
with the use of C4.5 at present.

6

Conclusion and Further Work

The general rule is a format representing only important
features, ignoring superfluous ones. This representation of
knowledge provides the capabilities of generalisation, simplicity and efficiency in knowledge engineering. It is feasible for probabilistic representation and multiple inference
utilization, providing systematic robustness.
GR2 extracts knowledge from an MLP in the form of general rules via an open-box method for obtaining the linear
statistical property, and a black-box method for collecting
individual feature salient properties. Generality of the extracted rule set is easily adjustable by varying the threshold
of the feature salient degree.
We are expanding GR2 with more functions such as online knowledge acquisition and explanation. The former
guides users by giving queries sensitive to dynamic context,
achieving time-labour efficiency. The latter provides a
quantitative premise-conclusion causal relationship, which
will be valuable information to system optimization in apMA, HARRISON, AND KENNEDY
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